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Abstract — Temperature measurement technology based on distributed single-mode fiber (TMDSF) has been employed to 

experimentally investigate the positioning monitoring of optical fiber composite ground wire (OPGW) induced by thunder. 

Measurement results of ten different models of OPGW indicate that the accuracy rate of thunder positioning can reach 90%, 

which demonstrates that TMDSF is appropriate to thunder positioning monitoring of OPGW.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the appearance in 1970s, optical fiber sensors 

have attracted extensive attention. Especially in recent 

years, researches on engineering applications of optical 

fiber sensors have developed quickly. In comparison with 

traditional electronic and mechanical sensors, the optical 

fiber sensor has many advantageous performances such 

as small volume, light weight, resistance to high 

temperature and high pressure, resistance to corrosion 

and anti-electromagnetic interference. It can realize 

accurate measurement of various physical quantities such 

as strain, pressure, temperature, vibration and 

displacement under very hostile environment.  

The distributed optical fiber sensing technology has 

all the advantages of a common optical fiber sensor. In 

addition, it also makes full use of the characteristic of 

optical fiber continuous distribution in one-dimensional 

space in order to realize continuous measurement of 

physical quantities distributed along an optical fiber on 

the whole sensing optical fiber and monitor information 

distribution of physical quantities in time and space in a 

more detailed manner. In this way, the defect of a point 

sensor that it can hardly realize continuous measurement 

of a monitored object can be overcome. The distributed 

optical fiber sensing technology can realize sensing, 

remote monitoring and supervisory control of each part 

in a large foundation engineering facility. In particular, it 

can realize monitoring of stress, temperature and other 

parameters of large engineering facilities including urban 

gas pipelines, electricity transmission/communication 

cables, reservoir dams, bridges, tunnels, expressways and 

submarine oil pipelines. In the field of monitoring and 

early warning of major disasters and large infrastructures, 

development of the distributed optical fiber sensing 

technology has become a focus and commanding height 

in international high-tech competition. 

In this paper, we applied distributed optical fiber 

sensing technology in thunder positioning monitoring of 

OPGW[1-3]. Through simulation testing of 10 different 

models of OPGW, we found that the positioning 

accuracy of thunder positioning monitoring with 

application of the distributed optical fiber sensing 

technology could reach 90%. This result lays a solid 

foundation for actual applications. 

II. PRINCIPLES OF APPLYING DISTRIBUTED SENSING 

TECHNOLOGY IN THUNDER POSITIONING MONITORING 

Thunder is a relatively instant course. Huge energy 

generated by it during a short period will generate 

obvious heat influences to corresponding areas of a 

power transmission line. In addition, after the thunder, 

electric current will also generate temperature gradient 

distribution in a certain direction from the power 

transmission line to a route interface of high tower’s 

entry into ground. The distributed heat and heat 
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parameter changes can be finally embodied as 

temperature distribution and changes of power 

transmission line [4]. 

Positioning principles of thunder are shown in Fig.1. 

The course can be divided into 3 steps: due to existence 

of resistance in the transmission path of thunder 

discharge current, a part of electric energy is converted 

into thermal energy; temperature changes of the optical 

fiber in OPGW are detected by the distributed optical 

fiber temperature measurement system; position of the 

thunder can be determined [6] by analyzing temperature 

field changes of the optical fiber in OPGW [5] according 

to temperature measurement principles of the distributed 

optical fiber sensing. 

 

 
Fig.1 Diagram of Thunder Positioning of OPGW 

 

When thunder takes place, thermal energy is 

transmitted by a thunder electric arc heat source to 

OPGW through a certain action area. Such area is called 

as a thunder point. Heat is distributed unevenly on the 

thunder point, wherein more heat is distributed on the 

center than edges. The thermal flux density distribution 

of thunder point can be approximately described by 

Gaussian function, as shown in Fig.2: 

2 2exp( 3 / )mq q r R 
         (1) 

Where: mq
indicates the maximum thermal flux 

density at the thunder point center; R indicates the 

effective heating radius of electric arc; r indicates the 

distance from the thunder point center. When the heating 

effect brought by thunder electric arc root to the OPGW 

optical cable is calculated, the distribution function of 

electric arc heat source is as follows: 

   
2 2exp( 3 / )acq I U r R  

            (2)           

 

Fig.2 Thermal Flux Density Complying with Gaussian Function 

The model about temperature distribution around the 

thunder point center is shown as follows: 
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Where: w is the ratio factor between outward heat 

dissipation and inward heat dissipation of the outer layer 

of OPGW cable and is approximately equal to 

0.05 0.1w   ; mq
is the maximum thermal flux 

density of the thunder point center; L is the effective 

thermal transmission length of OPGW cable and 

approximately equal to 0.5 2.5L m  ; t is the 

duration with thunder thermal source generation as the 

origin point; 1 2 3, ,r r r
respectively indicate the radius of 

outer layer, interlayer and optical fiber ferrule of OPGW; 

2
i m ma b T c T     

, 10.5( )m i iT T T 
 and 1,i iT T   

respectively indicate temperatures of adjacent layers; 

, ,a b c respectively indicate constant, monomial 

coefficient and quadratic coefficient of the relational 

expression between thermal transmission factor and 

average temperature, wherein the value of b is set to be 
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the order of magnitudes of (10-5), and the value of c is 

set to be the order of magnitudes of (10-9); 

1 2, 
respectively indicate thermal transmission factors 

of outer layer and interlayer; d indicates the distance 

from the thunder point center; and R indicates the 

effective heating radius of electric arc. 

In conclusion, the model about temperature 

distribution around the thunder point center also 

complies with shape characteristics of Gaussian function, 

as shown in Fig.3. 

 

Fig.3 Curve Diagram of OPGW Cable Temperature Rise around 

Thunder Point 

According to above theoretical models, the 

theoretical temperature rise is 2-5  when thunder takes 

place and is also influenced by multiple conditions such 

as thunder position, electric arc energy, different 

materials, and heat dissipation environment.  

III. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS OF APPLYING 

TMDSF PRINCIPLES AND TECHNOLOGY IN OPGW 

THUNDER POSITIONING MONITORING 

The experiment was carried out at a thunder 

prevention center. Thunder striking happening to 10 

models of OPGW were simulated by professional 

equipment. In addition, real-time monitoring of optical 

fiber temperature was realized by a distributed OPGW 

temperature measurement device. In order to make 

comparison, the following three types of contents are 

tested: 

1. Monitoring of temperature rise of OPGW put in a 

temperature box; 

2. Temperature monitoring of OPGW passed by 

continuous large current; 

3. Temperature monitoring of OPGW passed by 

instant large current [7]; 

Therein, in the former two experiments, temperature 

of OPGW changed slowly. Comparable actual conditions 

successively included: slow changes of optical fiber 

temperature caused by actual environmental temperature 

of power transmission line, which was influenced by 

external factors such as weather; slow temperature rise of 

optical fiber caused by large current’s passing through 

the OPGW when faults such as actual power 

transmission line short took place; the third type referred 

to optical fiber temperature changes generated when 

OPGW in the actual environment was struck by thunder. 

Fig.4 is a device diagram during thunder simulation. 

 

 
Fig.4 Diagram of Thunder Simulation Experiment Device 

 

Fig.5 is a picture about situations that the OPGW was 

struck by thunder (short-time large current) 
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Fig.5 Effect Diagram of Thunder Simulation 

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF THUNDER 

POSITIONING EXPERIMENT 

During implementation of “1. monitoring of 

temperature rise of OPGW put in a temperature box” and 

“2. temperature monitoring of OPGW passed by 

continuous large current”, the temperature of OPGW 

increased slowly. Temperature changes of optical fiber 

were obviously monitored by the distributed OPGW 

temperature measurement device. 

During implementation of “3. temperature monitoring 

of OPGW passed by instant large current (thunder 

simulation)”, 10 models of OPGW shown in Table 1 

were used to conduct 11 thunder simulation tests. The 

hardware system sent the thunder position alarms for 9 

times. Results of each thunder simulation test are shown 

in Table 1. Therein, temperature of the stranded wire on 

outer layer indicated the environmental temperature; 

temperature rise of the internal optical cable relative to 

the temperature of the outer-layer stranded wire was the 

temperature difference caused by the thunder. 

According to testing results in Table 1, among the 10 

tests with thunder alarms, the minimum temperature 

differences was 1 , and the maximum temperature 

difference was 4.2 . The results comply with 

theoretically predicted scope very well. In view of that 

thunder position, electric arc energy and heat dissipation 

environment in the 11 simulation tests were basically 

unchanged, the different temperature differences among 

different tests were mainly caused by different materials 

of OPGW. Hence, we can determine that the No.7 

OPGW has highest sensitivity to thunder positioning 

testing. 

 

TABLE 1 RESULTS OF THUNDER TESTING WITH 10 MODELS OF OPGW 

 

During above 11 thunder simulation tests of OPGW, 

the distributed temperature measurement device 

successfully sent 9 accurate alarms. Repeated positioning 

accuracies of the positioning display values and the 

actual thunder positions in OPGW simulation were 

within ±1 m. The alarm accuracy rate of thunder testing 

was 90%. The typical temperature curve of partial alarm 

records in the testing is shown in Fig.6, wherein 

temperature increased obviously with the temperature of 

4.2  at the thunder position of 1337 m. 

In the No.5 testing experiment, at the environmental 

temperature of 21 , the OPGW optical cable 

temperature with model of “OPGW-24B1-128[163.2; 

76.9]” was tested to be 22  after the thunder. The record 

was only accurate to 1  and the actual temperature rise 

NO. Model of OPGW Specimen Temperature of Outer-layer Stranded Wire Temperature of Internal Optical Cable Broken Strands 

1 OPGW-24B1-80[90; 36]  21  24  1 strand 

2 OPGW-24B1-54[67.8;13.9]  21  24  2 strands 

3 OPGW-24B1-145[116.9; 148.6]  21  23  2 strands 

4 OPGW-24B1-128[163.2;76.9]  21  22  2 strands 

5 OPGW-24B1-128[87.9; 127]  21  23.8  3 strands 

6 OPGW-24B1-110[69; 101.9]  21  22.9  3 strands 

7 OPGW-24B1-130[80.2; 173.9]  21  25.2  3 strands 

8 OPGW-24B1-130[102.7;114.7]  21  23.6  2 strands 

9 OPGW-24B1-110[89; 105.9]  21  23.9  1 strand 

10 OPGW-24B1-154[130.9; 151.8]   21  22.8  1 strand 
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of optical fiber was less than 1 , so that the system did 

not send a thunder alarm. 

 
Fig.6 Temperature Curve Obtained in Testing by Thunder 

Monitoring-positioning Testing System 

 

In comparison with all the tested 10 models of OPGW, 

diameter and area of aluminum-covered steel wire of this 

model were relatively larger, ranking the 3rd place among 

the 10 models. Various wire diameters of it were slightly 

smaller than the two models with biggest diameters. 

Hence, when the outer-layer OPGW was struck by 

thunder, its heat-conducting effect became slightly worse. 

In addition, due to structure characteristics of OPGW, 

the optical fiber unit was located at an eccentric position 

of the cross section. If the thunder current landing point 

was located at the remote end of the optical fiber unit, a 

lot of aluminum-covered steel wires would be located 

between the thunder point and the optical fiber, so that 

heat-conducting effect would become worse. OPGW of 

the other models with larger wire diameters realized 

thunder alarming in testing. Hence, we think that during 

the No.5 test, the thunder was located at the relatively 

remote end of the optical fiber, leading to worse 

heat-conducting effect in the course. This was also the 

cause for failure of thunder alarming this time. 

V. CONSLUSION 

In the thunder testing this time, we found that the 

system could monitor slow temperature rise of the optical 

fiber when temperature of the OPGW temperature box 

increased and when relative long-time large current 

passed through OPGW. These two situations are 

corresponding to environmental temperature changes and 

large current phenomenon caused by faults such as power 

transmission line short in actual applications. These two 

phenomena are obviously different from short-term 

temperature rise of optical fiber during thunder. By virtue 

of this characteristic, the system could realize mode 

discrimination of a thunder phenomenon in actual 

applications in order to distinguish it from other daily 

interferences. 

The accuracy rate of thunder positioning monitoring 

this time was 90%. Testing results of 10 different models 

of OPGW were obtained in the testing. These models 

included 4-5 types of OPGW with very large diameters 

of aluminum-covered steel wires. As for the unique 

thunder test obtaining no alarm, the OPGW was a type 

with very large wire diameter. We think that the thunder 

was remote to the optical fiber in testing, so that the 

heat-conducting effect was insufficient (temperature rise 

of optical fiber was less than 1 ). 

In the thunder positioning monitoring this time, the 

temperature difference measurement result was 1-4.2 . 

The theoretically predicted result was 2-5 . Hence, they 

complied with each other very well. 

In actual applications, OPGW cables with a small 

diameter of aluminum-covered steel wires can be 

adopted (namely No.7 cable in the testing, wherein 

aluminum-covered steel area does not exceed 125 mm2) 

in order to increase accuracy rate of thunder positioning 

alarming. 
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